SARAH domain contact interface/ interaction mode
and basic (blue) side chains of the residues involved in the heterodimeric interface are shown. Based on the donor only lifetime D and the lifetime of the donor in the presence of the acceptor DA, the FRET efficiency EFRET can be calculated, from which the donor-acceptor distance r is typically estimated in FRET experiments given that the Förster radius R0 is known for the specific fluorophores pair:
Eq. S1
The R0 estimation is generally done with the assumption that the orientation angles between the donor and acceptor molecules are randomly distributed. This is considered to be true in the case of small dye molecules that can undergo fast rotation on time scales shorter than the fluorescence lifetime. It has been recently demonstrated that in the case of fluorescent proteins this assumption cannot hold because their rotational correlation times (15-20 ns) are much longer that their fluorescence decay time (2-4 ns) (Vogel S.S., Nguyen T.A., van der Meer B.W., Blank P.S. The impact of heterogeneity and dark acceptor states on FRET: Implications for using fluorescent protein donors and acceptors. PLoS ONE 7, e49593, 2012). Thus, the fluorescent proteins are constrained to a given orientation during the FRET measurements, and the orientation factor (depending on the angle between the two dipoles) must be taken into account as well as the donor-acceptor distance when calculating EFRET.
As it is very difficult to measure experimentally the orientation factor, Vogel et al. 
Derivation of the equation for KD calculation
Dissociation constants KD were calculated for a bi-molecular reaction as described by equation S1, where D is the donor-labelled binding partner, A is the acceptor-labelled binding partner and DA is the complex formed by their association:
KD is then given by equation S2, which relates the concentrations of the binding partners to the complex.
Eq. S2
Using the fluorophore concentration calibration (figure 10B,C in the text of the paper), we can determine the total donor (Dtotal) and acceptor (Atotal) concentrations, while the FRET fraction  obtained from the FLIM global analysis provides an estimate of the concentration of the DA complex via the bound fraction of the donor.
We can then write:
where  is the bound fraction of the acceptor molecules within the complex. From the equality of Eq. S3
and S4, this fraction can be determined:
Knowing the bound D and A fractions, we can obtain the free fractions:
Replacing Eq. S6 and S7 in the KD expression, we obtain:
where ID and IA are the initial fluorescence intensity of the donor and the acceptor respectively, which are linearly proportional to the donor and acceptor concentrations via the proportionality constants cD and cA (as shown in figure 10B ,C in the text of the paper).
Tables of changes in donor fluorescence lifetime
Tables S.3-S.5 compare the difference in EGFP lifetime between RASSF proteins interacting with SARAHMST1 and the negative control (MST1SARAH or mCherry). 
